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No matter how established your wine region is and how proud you are of your wines, every year 
and each new vintage is a battle not just to make the wines, but to then have your share of voice 
to sell them. 

For a region like Luberon, nestled in between the powerhouses of the Rhône to the north and 
Provence to the south, it can be hard to get the attention it deserves in France, never mind an ultra 
competitive market such as the UK.

That was the challenge and the opportunity that Wines of Luberon came to The Buyer with and, in 
particular, its desire to showcase its wines in an innovative and memorable way amongst key buyers, 
wine importers, merchants and sommeliers.   

The chance to shine the light on the different styles of red, white and rosé wine being made in the 
region, many of which are yet to make it in the UK.

It was proposed we did that by giving buyers the opportunity to taste, talk and discuss a wide 
number of Luberon wines together. But not just around one roundtable. But three of them. In 
different restaurants. Each with their own cuisine and food styles and flavours that would allow 
Luberon and its wines to show how they perform against a myriad of textures, spices, herbs and 
ingredients. 

It’s a concept that has worked with our wine partners before and most of all provides memorable 
experiences for the buyers that take part that last far longer than if they were just involved in a 
traditional tasting with spittoons and tasting sheets. 

The idea is the buyers have the chance to visit three different restaurants over the course of an 
afternoon, tasting different styles of wine in each one, paired with dishes from that venue. 

To get the tour right we also needed to find the right restaurant partners to work with that would 
show the diversity of the wines and pair them with the right dishes that helped fully express their 
flavour and taste profiles. Restaurants that also could cope with hosting 14 plus people and be in an 
out of their premises within 90 minutes. 

Our thanks go to the professionalism, support and help we received at each of the venues we chose. 
All conveniently located a short taxi and walk away from each other.

In all it meant the buyers had the opportunity to taste up to 15 wines from various producers in the 
context where they may have to sell them. In busy restaurants paired against a range of dishes that 
would not immediately spring to mind as a natural match. 

The Objective 

The Restaurant Tour 
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M Victoria 
Zig Zag Building, 74 Victoria S, 

London 

SW1E 6SQ 

www.mrestaurants.co.uk

The first venue was long term partners and supporters of The 
Buyer, M Victoria, the inaugural restaurant in Martin Williams’ 
M Restaurant group, that offers fine modern international cuisine 
and has recently opened its latest venue in Canary Wharf. 

Gaucho Piccadilly 
25 Swallow St

London 

W1B 4QR

www.gauchorestaurants.com

Part of the highly respected, long established premium steak 
restaurant chain with Argentina still firmly part of its DNA but 
has expanded to offer a contemporary modern global cuisine. 

Bancone
8-10 Lower James Street 

London 

W1F 9EL

www.bancone.co.uk

The premium pasta-based, premium Italian restaurant brand that 
was first introduced in 2018 in Covent Garden. We were able to 
visit its second venue in London’s Golden Square. 

The Restaurant Partners 
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Tim Killen: business development manager, Alpine Wines

Tim and Alpine Wines are big supporters of Luberon wines and are a key 
part of its growing range of hand picked wines from across Europe.

John Chapman: managing director, Oxford Wine Company

John Chapman is the beating heart of the phenomenal success story that 
is Oxford Wine Company that now includes its own wine merchant retail 
business, a major wholesale operation and a growing number of its own 
wine bars and venues.  

Dan Whine: head of buying and operations at Petersham Cellars 

Dan Whine heads up the wine buying at Petersham Cellars, that 
covers a wide range of independent, cult and fine wines in its range 
and represents a growing number of producers in the UK. 

Simon Lloyd: owner of Lloyd’s Wines.

Simon Lloyd is another big supporter of Luberon wines and has taken on 
a number of producers since taking part in the 2021 The Buyer Luberon 
zoom debate. Lloyd’s Wines is an independent wine retailer and wholesaler 
specialising in low yield wines based in the Chilterns. 

Joe Wadsack: broadcaster, wine judge and host of The Drinks Coach 

Hugely experienced wine judge, broadcaster and buyer, Joe Wadsack 
brings his infectious character and personality to all the projects he works 
on and has built a large online following for his Drinks Coach YouTube 
programme. 

The Restaurant Tour Buyers

To make the Restaurant Tour work you need to have wine 
buyers, sommeliers and merchants willing to get into the 
spirit of things, prepare to be “moved along” and don’t take 
too much time getting their tasting note exactly right. They 
also need to be happy to walk, or be pushed into the nearest 
taxi in order to get to our next venue in time. So big thanks 
goes to our great panel of buyers for their expertise, support, 
but most of all sense of fun and team spirit.
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Mike Turner: co-founder of Feel Good Grapes

Freelance wine writer, broadcaster and restaurateur, 
Mike Turner has started his own wine importer 
business, Feel Good Grapes, focused on the best in 
organic, biodynamic, natural, and sustainable wines 
from around the world.

Marina Diaz: head of wine at Rare Restaurant Group 

Marina Diaz heads up the wine operation for Rare 
Restaurant group that includes both M Restaurants and 
the national Gaucho chain of restaurants, in charge of 
ranging, wine lists and wine training for the staff. 

Paul Belcher: owner of the Tapas Rooms.  
www.thetapasroom.co.uk

Paul Belcher is an experienced chef and also founder 
and owner of The Tapas Room, a small chain of 
specialist Spanish restaurants in London.

Libby Brodie: Wine columnist City AM, The Wine 
Collective 

Libby Brodie has switched from a successful career 
as a theatre producer, to building a reputation as one 
of the most creative, and important new voices and 
communicators in wine, both with her weekly City AM 
column and work with The Wine Collective. 

Victoria Sharples: owner of Swains.  
www.swains.london.

Highly experienced wine buyer, former head of wine at 
St John restaurants and wine judge, Victoria Sharples 
has now opened Swains, her own wine bar and eatery 
in north London based on the Melbourne wine bar 
experience. 

Michael Karam: co-founder, H&K Agencies

Widely experienced national newspaper journalist and 
expert in Lebanese wine has now set up a new wine 
importer business with winemaker Harry Hunt to 
source interesting wines from along and around the 
Mediterranean. 

Mattia Scarpazza: head sommelier, Petersham 
Nurseries

Mattia Scarpazza is one of the UK’s most respected 
sommeliers, heading up the team at Petersham 
Nurseries. He also runs is own successful wine 
podcast, Looking into Wine, that has built up a large 
international audience. 

Phiippe Tolleret: chief executive of Marrenon and 
ambassador for Wine of Luberon.  

Philippe Tolloret heads up Marrenon one of Luberon’s 
leading wine producers both in France and for 
international exports and was on hand to help lead the 
buyers through the wines in his role as wine ambassador 
for Luberon Wines. 

.
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Total surface area is 3,367 hectares. 

The total production in 2021 was 127,88l hectolitres with average yield of 38 hl/ha.

The Luberon region is 60km wide and 20km north to south. 

Luberon wines are split between rosé (54%, 68,669 hl in 2001), red (23%, 29,413 hl) and white 
(23%, 29,799 hl) with an increasing amount of white wines being made.

Syrah (46%), Grenache (45.7%), Carignan (5.3%), Cinsault (2%) and Mourvèdre  (0.5%) are the 
main red grape varieties, with Syrah, Grenache and Cinsault being also used for making rosé and 
whites split between Grenache Blanc (35.8%), Ugni Blanc (23.9%) Vermentino (19.2%), Clairette 
(13.9%), Roussanne (3.6%),  Bourboulenc (2.1%), Viognier (1.2%) and Marsanne (0.3%). 

Luberon exports 24% of its wines, amounting to 34, 528 hl.

It key export markets are Germany first with 8,632 hl, Belgium second with 7,596 hl followed by 
Canada, 5,870 hl and UK 4,488 hl in 2021. 

It’s only been since 1981 that private domaines have started to make their own estate wines, and 
there are currently around 60 private domaines, 10 co-operatives and 13 negociants.

Before we assess what the buyers think about the possibilities for Luberon Wines in the UK, let’s 
analyse just what the region has to offer and what makes it potentially such an interesting region to 
understand and explore. 

The Appellation of Luberon was officially created in 1988, but vines have been growing in the area 
for the last 2,000 plus years. What makes it stand out as a unique wine region is the fact the entire 
appellation sits within a natural park covering 36 communes with a rich variety of flora and fauna, 
with lavender, cherry, oak and almond trees. 

The overriding influence is the mountain range that runs through the region and splits the vineyards 
grown to the north close to the Rhône - around a quarter of all vineyards planted - and those on the 
other side of the mountains towards Provence in the south - where the remaining 75% of vines are.

It means there is a wide difference in the altitudes that vines are grown at ranging from 200m 
and 450m. Each with their own distinct growing conditions and average temperatures with large 
swings in day and night conditions on both sides of the mountain range thanks to the cool winds 
that sweep down from the Alps and the respective Calavon and Durance valleys which helps brings 
freshness and acidity do the wines produced. It means maturity levels of the grapes and picking 
days vary considerably down the valley, from early in the east, in the Précoe area, to late in the west 
and the Tardive district. 

There are four distinct soil types in the Luberon. On the mountain slopes either side of the mountain 
range the soils have distinct layers of stones.

Introduction to Luberon Wines 

Key facts and figures 
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So to the first stop at M Victoria and the chance to get an introduction to the region from Phiippe 
Tolleret, chief executive of Marrenon, one of the region’s most important and influential producers, 
and ambassador for Wines of Luberon.

Tolleret was able to take the panel through a YouTube video of the region that has been created to 
show the topography of the land and how the altitude changes, and all the different soil types and 
terroir the region has on both sides of the mountain range. 

Around half the panel were at a slight advantage having taken part in a zoom debate The Buyer held 
with Wines of Luberon in early 2021 to introduce them to to the region and its wines. 

One of those, Simon Lloyd of Lloyd’s Wines, said he was inspired so much by the debate and the 
quality of wines he tasted that he invested in a large number of  cases for his store and they sold out 
within two months. So he is back to find out and discover more. 

Joe Wadsack said on looking at the range of wines available to taste in three venues he was surprised 
to see how many knew, but did not necessarily associate them from coming from Luberon.

John Chapman from the Oxford Wine Company said he was aware of the “evolution” that was 
taking place in the Luberon, but up to know had always regarded it as “playing second fiddle to the 
Rhône” and had not taken on a lot of wines for the business. “I am intrigued to see what can be 
done in the area,” he added.

Tim Killen of Alpine Wines, who also took part in last year’s Zoom debate, said he was looking 
forward to seeing wines that could show off more of the diversity of the region. 

“But overall you get a freshness in these wines that is hard to find in the south of France. It is so 
hard to do. We need to get behind these wines as they offer such great value for money and great 
quality wines. If people are tired of those, fat, heavy and unbalanced wines then this is the way to 
go,” he explained. 

Wadscak agreed: “If you look at the region as a whole then it is a region that is completely undersold. 
There is so much opportunity here for specific wines with specific styles. It would be good to get to 
know the hierarchy in the region better.”

Victoria Sharples said there is no doubt that Luberon “offers incredible value for money”. “It’s such 
a good option for rosé versus Provence. We are already seeing how exciting Rhône whites are and 
Luberon has that great potential as well. If it is good then you can hand sell it and share all the 
information you have to your customer.”

Killen said there is also a really “good back story to the Luberon” thanks to its proximity to Provence 
and the romance and images that throws up. 

The panel was particularly impressed by the introductory video that helped show the contours, the 

elevation and the impact the mountain range has on the slopes, vines and wine.

“How many wine regions can claim to be a national park. If people are concerned about nature and 
the environment then Luberon has a nice back to story to tell,” added Killen.

“Refreshing is the most important word in wine at the moment and just looking at that geology and 
changes in altitude and you can see why the wines have so freshness in them. I always think Luberon 
is as close as you are going to get Beaujolais,” added Wadsack.

It was then an opportunity to taste through a small range of white wines to see how they work and 
go up against the cuisine of M Victoria. 

M Victoria: First Thoughts
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The white wines tasted:

Marrenon, AOC Luberon, Grande Toque 2021 (Vermentino 70%, Grenache Blanc 30%). 13%. 
Around £7.

Château la Canorgue, AOC Luberon, 2021 (Clairette 25%, Marsanne 25%, Roussanne 25%, 
Grenache blanc 15%, Bourboulenc 5%, Vermentino 5%). 13.5%. Price from producer £11.

Bastide du Claux, AOC Luberon, Barraban, 2020 (Grenache Blanc 35%, Vermentino 25%, 
Clairette 15%, Ugni Blanc 15%, Roussanne 7%, Marsanne 3%). 13.6%. Price from producer £14. 

Château Val Joanis, AOC Luberon, Aubépines, 2020 (Roussanne 60%, Vermentino 40%). 13.5%. 
Price from producer £13.50.

The food pairing dishes

• Fried Chicken

• Avocado on Toast

• Yellow Fin Tuna

• Miso Mushroom

M Victoria: White wines and food pairings 

For our first restaurant stop, in the private dining area at M Victoria, we turned our focus on what 
has become the fastest growing category in the Luberon - white wines. Its share of production and 
what is selling in Luberon is growing, largely at the expense of rosé. 

The panel were fascinated to see how the influence of the Vermentino came through in the four 
different wines tasted. The idea, said Phiippe Tolleret, chief executive of Marrenon in the Grand 
Torque wine was for the Vermentino to add “body to the wine” and to be balanced with the 
Grenache Blanc. Grapes that come from clay and calcareous soils grown in the heart of the Luberon 
mountain at around 300m to 400m altitude. 

He said this is a wine that also shows what is possible from vines higher up in altitude which help 
to maintain their acidity and freshness. 

The panel was agreed this was a wine that had the right balance between “refreshment” and bright 
acidity, but also with the depth and character to make it an interesting wine for a wine merchant’s 
shelf or a restaurant’s wine list. 

Joe Wadsack said he loved how the “minerality” really came through and worked so nicely with 
the “fruity” characteristics. Victoria Sharples picked up on the delicate floral notes and red fruits.   

Château La Canorgue, said Tolleret, represents the historical estates in the region, and has been 
in the same family for 200 years and five generations. It is situated in northern Luberon, near the 
village of Bonnieux, where there are more clay soils and limestone, and the cooler climate helps 
make “rich, luscious wines with higher acidity”. It can lay claim to being the first organic producer 
in Luberon, back in 1976, and is now moving to biodynamic winemaking too, under the control of 
Nathalie Morgan, who has taken over winemaking from her father, Jean-Pierre.

It is arguably even better known as the vineyard that appears in Ridley Scott’s movie, A Good Year, 
with Russel Crowe and Marion Cotillard which is singly responsible for driving so many tourists 
to the region. 
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When they do they would do well to try La Canorgue’s AOC 2021 which the panel thought was a 
good example of the blended white wines in the region with a strong influence of Clairette (25%), 
Marsanne (25%) and Roussanne (25%).

 Tim Killen says he was able visit the producer’s cellars on a recent visit and says he was very 
impressed by how “serene” it was, with even metal steps replaced by oak to cut down on the noise 
and create “what felt more like a temple inside,” he said. “It’s a very impressive operation and you 
get that coming through in the wine as well. There is a real depth and freshness to it. What struck 
me is the low sulphur in this wine. It’s very clean.”

Dan Whine felt it was a “very consumer friendly wine with a lovely freshness”. “It’s also got a lot of 
complexity to it. Particularly at that price (£11from producer).”

Super food wines

“This wine has a nebulous softness to it,” added Wadsack. “It’s pure, full of acidity and extremely 
gastronomic. It’s a wine that could be paired with anything.”

Sharples agreed: “It’s a super food wine. Nice and dry with lots of salinity, stone fruits and a real 
lusciousness to it, without being too friendly. A wine that will go with any food style.” 

Simon Lloyd went as far as to compare it against a Puligny-Montrachet: “It’s not a million miles 
away for sure.”

“It’s the kind of wine you show at a tasting and it surprises people. It’s a great wine to turn up a 
dinner party where you don’t know what they are cooking,” said Paul Belcher.

The Barraban from Bastide du Claux also has a Burgundian style, said Lloyd. That comes, claimed 
Tolleret from the winemaker wanting to age his wine on the lees for an extended period of 12 to 14 
months. This is a wine made in the southern Luberon from sandy soils and comes in at 13.6% abv.

“I think this is delicious,” said Libby Brodie. “It’s so rounded and got a lovely freshness to it, but 
also depth of flavour too. Another food friendly wine. I need to have another glass!”

Mattia Scarpazza felt this was a wine that could really get even better through ageing. “I would love 
to see how it opens up over time. It is clearly very gastronomically focused and would show well in 
a restaurant. The branding is good for restaurants too.”

Sharples and Wadsack both picked up on its floral notes. 

“It’s so food frieindly,” said Marina Diaz, who was particularly interested to see how it worked with 
the Yellow Fin Tuna.

Aubépines from Château Val Joanis again comes from southern Luberon and benefits from long 
hours of sunshine, said Tolleret. A wine made from 60% Roussanne and 40% Vermentino. 

Sharples could really pick up eucalyptus notes from the wine, whilst Scarpazza felt it was more 
tropical fruits. “At first you are struck by the oak, but then the you get the fruits coming through,” 
he added.

“There is a regal sense to Roussanne in this wine,” added Wadsack. “It has such density. I would love 
to taste this in two to three years time.”

Belcher said he felt the wines all offered a restaurant and chef real gastronomic values and a lot to 
think about in terms of the dishes and ingredients that would work well with them. 
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The white wines tasted:

Rosé wines tasted:

Château la Verrerie, AOC Luberon, 2021. Price from producer £12.50.

Marrenon, AOC Luberon, Petula, 2021. Price from producer £8.30. 

Château Val Joanis, AOC Luberon, Cuvée Joséphine, 2021. Price from producer £12.30.

Château Thourame, Cave de Lumière, AOC Luberon, 2021. Price from producer £7.70.

Mas des Infirmières, Rosé, 2021. 

Food pairing dishes: 

• Mixed empanadas

• Churrasco de chorizo

• Churrasco de lomo 

• Shrimp ceviche

• Watermelon skewers

Gaucho Piccadilly: Rosé wines and food pairings 

The concept of The Buyer Restaurant Tours is to try and shake things up and allow wines to be 
tasted outside of their comfort zone and with cuisines and styles of food you might always think 
of trying. 

So that was the thinking behind putting Luberon’s rosé wines up against the Argentinian-based 
dishes from The Gaucho. Yes, you might think steak equals red wine, but with rosé increasingly 
making its case to be considered a gastronomic wine style in its own right then here was an 
opportunity for Luberon rosé producers to try something a little different.

It’s not that rosé is not sold in Gaucho in any case, stressed Marina Diaz, who heads up the wine 
department at the Rare Restaurant Group that owns the Gaucho chain. “We do well rosé in the 
restaurants and it goes well with our style of food.”  

Belcher said he sells lot of rosé in his Tapas Room restaurants and saw no reason why rosé would not 
pair well with the Gaucho dishes. “Providing they have the backbone and texture then rosé wines 
can do very well against most dishes,” he added. 

Being so close to Provence the panel was interested to see how Luberon rosés compared. The first 
thing they picked up on was the price, with a range of wines available to taste between around £8 
and £13. 

A similar tasting of Provence rosés would be a lot higher than that, said Wadsack.

“It seems non Provence producers have two choices,” he added. “To make a wine like Provence, or 
to make a rosé that is very different in style.” 

Killen believes Luberon has rosés to be very proud of. “We need to segment the rosé market more 
and have a bigger focus on gastronomic rosés to. Like the ones we are tasting here. That is how we 
should position these wonderful Luberon rosé wines.”  
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Brodie agreed the rosé category was now diverse enough not to “just lump everything together - you 
don’t do that with white and red wines, so why do we do it with rosé? There is such a huge spectrum 
of rosés to choose from.”

Michael Karam said the big challenge was the average consumer does not understand the category. 
They just “look at the colour and the bottle” and will buy it “as long as it is pale”. “The colour has 
become a deal breaker.” 

What Dan Whine described as “Instagram rosé”. “People seem to want either the big names and be 
prepared to pay for it, or they want a really cheap alternative.”  

Killen believes there is a “backlash” coming in terms of pale rosé and Luberon could be well placed 
to offer an affordable quality alternative. Scarpazza said the pale rosé trend “has to fade at some 
stage” and it makes sense for producers to looking at alternative styles. 

Marketing opportunity

Sharples believes Luberon rosés have a marketing opportunity in the fact they are made in the South 
of France, without looking to compare or contrast itself themselves with Provence. “You have real 
quality terroir in these wines. They are dry too.”

She says the rosés in the tasting, starting with Château la Verrerie, are ideal because they offer you 
potential outside the summer.  “You can’t just rely on having a rosé that only sells in the summer, 
but can work all year round.”

Wadsack believes Luberon has the “opportunity” to make the most of all the positive rosé trends 
and then offer its own unique style. He said he was also particularly impressed by how the Luberon 
wines stood out on the table with a big variety in bottle shapes and sizes. “They all look fantastic. 
Interesting to see that PH levels are down, which helps with acidity and heartburn.”

Tolleret said the marketing message about rosé was very well understood by Luberon producers. 
“We know it has to be pale and in an interesting bottle to sell. We have to be paler to be accepted 
and we have done that compared to say 10 years ago. But in Luberon we never compare ourselves 
to Provence. If we are to keep our identity we have to make our style of rosé wine. It is easy to make 
impersonal wines. It’s far harder to make wines that still have the flesh and character that comes 
from the vineyard that Luberon wines do.” 

He added: “We have to explain why Luberon rosés are different. How they can e matched with 
different food styles. We don’t want to make a me too Provence wine. ” 

Instead it needs to celebrate and promote the fact its rosé wines are made from different varietals 
than in Provence - particularly Syrah.

Tolloret says the Petula from Masselan is made from 90% Syrah and hopefully offers “good fleshy 
blackcurrants” where it works hard to “keep the acidity but not the sugar”. It keeps its alcohol well 
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at 13% abv and is made from grapes at 300m. Here the emphasis is on trying to get a juicy and 
lively mouth feel, with an expressive nose to highlight the red fruits thanks also to night harvesting 
in late September. 

“We check the Syrah when it is ripening and look to capture when the plant stop metabolising 
sugar and then pick the 10 to 12 days later. That is when we get the concentration we are looking 
for,” said Tolloret.

This is a wine that can be aged for at least four to five years, he added.

Wadsack said: “That character really comes through and the Syrah colour is very attractive and 
offers so much more than a big branded Provence rosé.” 

“And it’s half the price,” said Lloyd.

Château Val Joanis’ Cuvée Joséphine, 2021, the Château Thourame 2021 and Mas des Infirmières 
2021 were picked out by the panel for each having really distinct expressions of fruit and an elegant 
style. Cuvée Joséphine and Château Thourame are both Grencache Noir 60%, Syrah 30% and 
Vermentino 10% blends. 

“They are very attractive and have lovely fresh fruits,” says Sharples. “These are great examples of 
Mediterranean rosés that have real depth to them.”

Stephens said they worked particularly well with the Gaucho dishes. Diaz agreed and said it was 
good to see how well the dishes had performed. 

Chapman agreed and said that although he was highly sceptical they would work the steak dishes 
really helped pick out the fruit in the rosés. “I thought they would be a big clash but they actually 
worked really nicely,” he added.

Killen felt Château la Verrerie was particularly successful with the Churrasco de lomo. 

Sharples said she was not surprised the rosés stood up so well to the dishes as rosé is such a versatile 
wine to pair food with. “It is the style I always go to as it matches with almost anything. It is that 
versatile.”

Overall Sharples felt the wines with the higher levels of Syrah in the blends were particularly 
successfully as “the rosés really carry the Syrah well”. “There can be some really bad Syrah rosés out 
there, but these wok really well. There is a bit more depth to them without being restrained and a 
nice elegant style.”

Karam found them all to be “outstanding rosés” and really hopes the merchants and buyers can get 
behind them so that consumers get the chance to taste them. “They are all so well made and also 
have some guts and character to them as well. They all carry the food so well.” 

He also picked up on the fact that the average yields were so much lower than in neighbouring 
Provence. “They are clearly making the effort to make something special here.”
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Red wines tasted:  

Château la Verrerie, AOC Luberon, Hautes Collines Rouge, 2017. Price from producer £17.50).

Château la Canorgue, AOC Luberon, 2019 (Price from producer £11).

Bastide du Claux, AOC Luberon, Le Claux, 2018 (Price from producer £22). 

Le Mas des Infermieres, AOC Luberon, Source, 2020. 

Food pairing dishes: 

• Bucatini cacio e pepe

• Spicy pork & n’duja ragù with mafalde 

• Aubergine & Ricotta Cappellacci, green tomato, basil.

• Silk handkerchiefs, walnut butter & confit egg yolk 

• Selection of Italian salumi

Bancone: Red wines and food pairing

Philippe Tolleret said the red wines that the Luberon region wanted to show hopefully best reflect 
the “ageing potential of their wines, the knowhow of the winery and the efforts they are taking to 
best reflect the terroir”. 

“The reds in Luberon are mainly made from Syrah, but we also have some good quantities of 
Grenache and Cinsault, but that is tiny by comparison,” he explained.

Tolleret said Luberon has two types of Syrah - those grown on either side of the mountain range, 
each with their own characteristics and styles. The northern exposure gives more pronounced 
graphite notes, due to the slower ripening period (less direct sunlight on the northern slopes). 

“The styles are well marked: more sunny and rich in the south, more tense in the north.”

Again the yields are low, at around 40 litres per hectare, with the emphasis on quality not quantity. 

Killen said what he really likes about Luberon reds is that alcohol levels might be closer to 14.5% 
but the are still “fresh and balanced”. 

Many of the producers, like Château la Verrerie, harvest at night to keep grape temperatures low 
and use cold maceration before fermentation. Its blend is fermented separately and then matured 
depending on the grape variety, in either concrete or oak casks in order to keep that balance and 
freshness. 
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Killen said you can really see the winemaking coming out on the Château la Canorgue wine and the 
“attention to detail” that has clearly gone into the wine, with exact and different picking dates for 
grapes on the property. “It has a really considered approach to pick early and maintain the acidity in 
the wine, by having different plots and fermentations in stainless steel and concrete tanks.”

The challenge for the panel is to convince more producers to export Luberon’s red wines as they are 
so popular at home in France.

Mike Turner added: “I think the value and quality is great in all these wines. I agree with Tim that 
you can really see the extra work that has gone into them. Which makes them even greater value. 
There are some lovely floral notes on the wines too.”

Dan Whine said the Bastide de Claux Le Claux wine was particularly well balanced with beautiful 
fragrance on the nose - and an abv of only 13.5%. “There is a real appetite in both the on and off-
trades for this style of wine.”

He said the tasting certainly gave him food for thought in terms of being able to offer wines of this 
quality and value to his customers who are looking for something different. “This is the chance to 
look outside at a more affordable version of what they might be drinking that gives them better 
value and has a great story behind it.” 

Brodie agreed that the reds, particularly Le Mas des Infermieres in northern part of Oppede, have 
the potential to do really well given the right listing. “They are so subtle, beautifully rounded with 
a lovely depth of flavour to them.”

Sharples said the challenge for the reds is that there is so much more competition from France, but 
agreed that with the right support behind them they are so well made. “It is so hard to find reds that 
over deliver and these wines start to tip into that zone. They have great flavours, tick all the boxes 
and are super consumer friendly.” 



The Luberon Debate

As for the region as a whole the panel was united about its overall potential and that the reds, 
whites and rosés all performed well and are what the market and consumers, alike, are looking for. 

Brodie summed it up nicely when she said: “They are also genuinely quaffable and people are going 
to enjoy drinking them. At great value too.”

Killen said he has become a great fan of the region as it just offers something new every time he 
goes there. “We could not be more excited about what it offers us and our customers. It is also a 
stunning place to visit.” 

Simon Llloyd the proof is in how fast the wines sell when he brings them in. His challenge is to 
keep up with the demand, which is why he was so pleased to see so many different producers during 
the day. 

Michael Karam said it was a real opportunity to get to know a region that he was not that familiar 
with before. A region that he said deserves the level of attention that this restaurant tour gave it. 
“It’s such a great concept to be able to taste the wines in different relaxed settings and see how they 
work with different food. I am really, really impressed.” 

Turner was highly impressed by the quality of wine on offer for the price and he felt the red wines 
all had their own characteristics that helped them stand out even in a small tasting.

For Mattia Scarpazza it was an opportunity to learn more about the region and see how the wines 
are developing and agreed that there are so many options for wine lists and sommeliers to look at. 

Joe Wadsack said it was a great opportunity to revisit wines that he remembers his father listing and 
drinking in his restaurant in the New Forest when he was growing up. “This is such an impressive 
range of wines to taste. There is not one dud in there. All are bright, refreshing and packed with 
flavour, and fruits. What’s not to like?” 

He added: “But when you consider some of its top end wines are available for €13 or €14 a bottle 
they offer some of the best value in France. If they came from Australia, for example, you would be 
talking the UK equivalent of £30 to £40.” 

The final word goes to Victoria Sharples who said: “It’s France, but from a slightly less known area. 
For those consumers who are looking to try something different, then these are wines that can make 
them feel happy at price points that mean they will come back and say they want more of them.” 

Buyers’ summary 
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